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Cust of Churacters

Slteila Lltendice... T*titlea Mwehlbrad

M ax HuLLiday.................. "..Daru Kuleta

Tony Wendice." //es Neskoru

Synopsis of Scenes
The uction tukes place in the living room of the Wendices'

apartment thut hus been converted from u lurge house in

London; 1954.

Special Thanks

I would like to honor the memory of Don Kaspun His countless

contributions to the Gaslight are endless and we ure blessed to still
be able to think of him us we present this production. He allowed

us to borrow furniture und paintings for our set, and was always

generoas with his support,

I thunk my cust for their dedication and hard work, beginning

with Elaine Berkovsky for her help with the set. She is gifted und

teuches me new skills as we work togethen Thunks also to Putti Mo-
rales for her hetp with costuming und Churlie McMichael for be-

coming our British Radio Broadcusten Thanks to Toni Rogers for
her creativity und Buffington Funeral Homefor props und support-

As always, we express our gratitude to every volunteer who

helps muke the Guslight Theutre the special place it is.

i*lt'r'-,- Josh Kaspar
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C*ptairu Lesgate...

Inspector llubbqrd.
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...Alan Rawbotham

.....Chuck Strutman

...Eluine Berkovslry
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...... ". E laine Berkovsky

.J,,' lt Xusltor, Jirm W'inkenwerder
Chuck Strutman

Putti Morules, Cast

.i,t;fi 6otOar, Elaine Berkovslqt
Ann Moseley
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Stage Maruager.

Lights and 5ound.................

Costuming.
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\Josh Kaspar

April 6, 7, 8, 13, 11, 15,

Wednesday, April 18,

April 20, 21, 22, 2018
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